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Abstract

Humans have the ability to learn surprisingly complicated statistical information in a variety of
modalities and situations, often based on relatively little input. These statistical learning (SL) skills
appear to underlie many kinds of learning, but despite their ubiquity, we still do not fully understand
precisely what SL is and what individual differences on SL tasks reflect. Here, we present experimen-
tal work suggesting that at least some individual differences arise from stimulus-specific variation in
perceptual fluency: the ability to rapidly or efficiently code and remember the stimuli that SL occurs
over. Experiment 1 demonstrates that participants show improved SL when the stimuli are simple and
familiar; Experiment 2 shows that this improvement is not evident for simple but unfamiliar stimuli;
and Experiment 3 shows that for the same stimuli (Chinese characters), SL is higher for people who
are familiar with them (Chinese speakers) than those who are not (English speakers matched on age
and education level). Overall, our findings indicate that performance on a standard SL task varies sub-
stantially within the same (visual) modality as a function of whether the stimuli involved are familiar
or not, independent of stimulus complexity. Moreover, test–retest correlations of performance in an
SL task using stimuli of the same level of familiarity (but distinct items) are stronger than correlations
across the same task with stimuli of different levels of familiarity. Finally, we demonstrate that SL per-
formance is predicted by an independent measure of stimulus-specific perceptual fluency that contains
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no SL component at all. Our results suggest that a key component of SL performance may be related
to stimulus-specific processing and familiarity.

Keywords: statistical learning; perceptual fluency; domain specificity; familiarity; complexity

1. Introduction

Statistical learning (SL) refers to the ability to adapt to and learn from the probabilistic
structure of the environment. This ability is phylogenetically old (Hauser, Newport, & Aslin,
2001) and appears to be operational quite early in development (Bulf, Johnson, & Valenza,
2011; Teinonen, Fellman, Näätänen, Alku, & Huotilainen, 2009). It occurs across multiple
modalities and across a wide variety of types of stimuli (Brady & Oliva, 2008; Buchsbaum,
Griffiths, Plunkett, Gopnik, & Baldwin, 2015; Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Gebhart, Newport, &
Aslin, 2009; Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002; Krogh, Vlach, & Johnson, 2013; Saffran,
Aslin, & Newport, 1996). Moreover, recent evidence suggests that individual differences in
SL abilities are stable and reliable (Isbilen, McCauley, Kidd, & Christiansen, 2017, 2020;
Siegelman, Bogaerts, Elazar, Arciuli, & Frost, 2018). Taken together, these findings appear
to indicate that SL is a flexible and broadly applicable capacity for extracting and using the
regularities in the world.

Because of this broad applicability, for some time, the field implicitly adopted a “uni-
tary” conception of SL under which it is a domain-general mechanism that operates similarly
across modalities. However, as Frost, Armstrong, and Christiansen (2019) note, a unitary
conception is inconsistent with more recent research, suggesting that SL involves substantial
modality specificity. For instance, people find it easier to simultaneously acquire two artificial
grammars when those grammars are presented in different modalities, a result that is difficult
to accommodate under a single mechanism view (Conway & Christiansen, 2006). Similarly,
Siegelman and Frost (2015) found no association between performance on SL tasks involving
visual and auditory linguistic stimuli. Interestingly, Siegelman et al. (2018) reported a signifi-
cant association between visual SL and SL for non-linguistic sounds, but once again not with
linguistic stimuli. They suggested that these results reflect linguistic entrenchment, theoriz-
ing that while participants came to their studies without prior knowledge and expectations
regarding how visual shapes and non-linguistic sounds were distributed, their life-long expe-
rience led to expectations regarding how syllables patterned to form words. Consistent with
this assertion, independent ratings of the “wordiness” of novel linguistic stimuli positively
predicted performance: stimuli that were more similar to native-language words were more
easily acquired through SL.

These data suggest that both modality specificity and domain independence play a role in
SL, with prior learning constituting an important yet understudied component of the process.
As a result, SL has more recently been conceptualized as composed of multiple components
(Arciuli, 2017; Frost et al., 2019; Siegelman, Bogaerts, & Frost, 2017) that are grounded in
basic perception and cognition (Christiansen, 2019; Frank, Goldwater, Griffiths, & Tenen-
baum, 2010; Isbilen et al., 2020). However, the details of those components remail unclear,
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as Siegelman et al. (2017) note: “in contrast with general intelligence … the dimensions of
SL as an individual ability are yet to be empirically established” (p. 5). We explore this issue
here.

Frost, Armstrong, Siegelman, and Christiansen (2015) suggested that variance in the per-
formance on SL tasks comes from two main sources—not only (a) variability in the efficiency
with which domain-general learning mechanisms detect the statistical properties of the input
stream, but also (b) variability in the efficiency of perceptual encoding within each modality.
This second component, which we refer to here as perceptual fluency (PF), reflects something
like the ease and accuracy with which people can encode and recall the items whose statistical
regularities are being learned. Relatively little is known exactly what factors contribute to PF
and why—indeed, this is part of the motivation for our work here—but as a first approxima-
tion, we suggest that it likely reflects aspects of both processing efficiency and memory (e.g.,
encoding, retrieval, and span). The logic is as follows: if people with higher PF find it easier
to process and/or remember individual items, one might expect them to have more capacity
“left over” that they can use to acquire the statistical regularities between those items. Individ-
ual differences in PF across modality might thus explain how SL tasks could be uncorrelated
across modalities even though they depend on similar domain-general computations.

One test of this dual-source theory came from presenting participants with visual SL
tasks that manipulated probabilistic structure and speed of presentation (Bogaerts, Siegel-
man, & Frost, 2016). As predicted, both variables affected learning, with higher performance
observed for stimuli with higher transition probabilities (TPs) and longer exposure periods.
People who benefited most from the longer inspection times were also better at learning the
underlying statistical structure. This suggests that an individual’s PF may afford a significant
advantage in SL, and is consistent with the observation that at least one measure of SL has
been found to be associated with psychometric measures of processing speed (Kaufman et al.,
2010).

But what makes a person have high PF on a given set of stimuli? One possibility, as Frost
et al. (2015) theorized, is that it is modality-specific: different people’s brains process stim-
uli differently in different modalities. Another possibility is that fluency increases with the
amount of time available (Arciuli & Simpson, 2011; Bogaerts et al., 2016; Turk-Browne,
Junge, & Scholl, 2005). These factors are well studied and likely to play an important role.

In this paper, we investigate another factor. We hypothesize that individual differences
in perceptual fluency—and thus statistical learning—might also reflect differences in how
people process specific stimulus items rather than differences due to task or modality. We
focus on two possible properties of those items (complexity and familiarity) and explore how
and to what extent they affect PF and—via that—SL in the visual modality.

There is already substantial evidence that both complexity and familiarity affect PF. More
complex stimuli take longer to process and require more working memory capacity (Alvarez
& Cavanagh, 2004; Eng, Chen, & Jiang, 2005; Kemps, 1999; Liu, Chen, Liu, & Fua,
2012; Luria, Sessa, Gotler, Jolicoeur, & Dell’Acqua, 2010). They are also more appealing
(Madan, Bayer, Gamer, Lonsdorf, Sommer, 2018) and attentionally engaging (Sun Fire-
stone, 2021). Complexity affects learning as well: new symbols are easier to acquire when
they are visually simpler (Pelli, Burns, Farell, & Moore-Page, 2006). However, it is diffi-
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cult to disentangle complexity from familiarity (Popov & Reder, 2020; Zhang, Liu, So, &
Reder, 2020). Ratings of the two are often negatively correlated, suggesting that familiar-
ity causes people consider things to be less complex (Bonin, Peereman, Malardier, Meot, &
Chalard, 2003; Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & Snodgrass, 1997). Moreover, the effects
of complexity on processing and memory are often substantially reduced, if not eliminated
entirely, once familiarity is taken into account (Bethell-Fox & Shepard, 1988; Jackson & Ray-
mond, 2008; Ngiam, Khaw, & Goodbourn, 2019; Reder, Liu, Keinath, & Popov, 2016; Sun,
Zimmer, & Fu, 2011; Xie & Zhang, 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). This may be
because items use working memory resources in a way that is inversely propor-
tional to their strength in long-term memory (Popov & Reder, 2020). Thus, a com-
plex item that is highly familiar and therefore strongly represented in long-term mem-
ory may require less working memory capacity than one that has never been seen
before.

Our main question is whether statistical learning is improved when using items that peo-
ple have higher perceptual fluency for (like simpler or more familiar ones). We expect
higher PF to improve SL by freeing up cognitive capacity that can then be devoted
to learning statistical regularities. This yields several predictions. First, SL performance
should be higher when the items involved are simpler and/or more familiar. Second, to
the extent that PF reflects stimulus-specific characteristics like familiarity or complex-
ity rather than modality-specific abilities, correlations between SL tasks should be higher
when the stimuli share those characteristics (even when the modality is the same). Finally,
SL performance should be predicted by performance on a task that measures stimulus-
specific PF but requires no SL at all. We test and find support for all of these predictions
here.

It is worth noting that although our hypothesis is that individual differences in SL are mod-
erated by PF—which is shaped at least in part by familiarity—our work is distinct from other
research that also suggests that prior experience plays a role in SL of linguistic information(for
example, Endress & Mehler, 2009; Gebhart et al., 2009; Perruchet & Poulin-Charronnat,
2012; Siegelman et al., 2018; but see also Potter, Wang, & Saffran, 2017; Wang & Saffran,
2014). Our focus here is on the role that familiarity may play in making individual stimulus
items easier to remember and parse; we thus predict that previous exposure should facilitate
SL in any modality. The focus of previous work is on the role that prior experience plays in
learning statistical regularities between items; it suggests that previous linguistic exposure
may impair SL due to interference and entrenchment, and the focus is not on the items so
much as the TPs between them. Our approach complements this other research because both
focus on the role of prior experience in shaping SL; it is distinct because it has a different
mechanism and makes different predictions.

In the first of our three experiments, we show (a) that SL is better for stimuli that are
both simpler and more familiar; and (b) perceptual fluency on those stimuli predicts SL.
Experiments 2 and 3 are aimed at disentangling the impact of complexity versus familiarity.
We find that SL and PF are still correlated and both are higher when stimuli are familiar,
regardless of their visual complexity.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Experiment 1 structure. Each participant was tested in two sessions. The first involved a
visual statistical learning (SL) task with either LETTER or COMPLEX stimuli (see Figs. 2 and 3 for details). In the
second session, the same participants completed another SL task with new stimuli that were either of the same or
different type (although the specific stimulus items were always different). Following that, each person performed
two consecutive tasks that measured their perceptual fluency (PF) on the two stimulus sets they had seen (Fig. 4).

2. Experiment 1: Method

This research tests the hypothesis that individual differences in SL are influenced by indi-
vidual differences in PF. We investigated this by having the same individuals participate in
two different visual SL tasks on two different days, as shown in Fig. 1. On each day, people
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (LETTER or COMPLEX) in which the SL
task was the same and the only difference was the stimuli involved. The LETTER condition
involved highly familiar and very simple stimuli (letters and common symbols), while the
COMPLEX condition involved novel and visually complex shapes. On each day, people were
randomly assigned to a condition; thus, some people saw the same type of stimuli on each
day (although distinct items each time), while others saw the LETTER stimuli on 1 day and the
COMPLEX stimuli on another. If complexity and/or familiarity play an important mediating
role, we would expect SL performance to be higher for the LETTER stimuli. Additionally, we
also expect there to be a higher test–retest correlation across sessions when the stimulus type
is the same.

In addition to the SL tasks that occurred during both experimental sessions, Session 2 also
presented participants with two measures of PF for the stimuli they had previously seen (the
first PF task used the stimuli from Session 1, and the second used the stimuli from Session 2).
The PF task, described in more detail below, was designed to measure the speed with which
these particular stimuli could be parsed and encoded while involving no SL at all. If PF plays
an important role in SL, we would expect that PF task performance would be correlated with
SL task performance.
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Fig. 2. Experiment 1 stimuli. At each session, participants saw 16 stimulus items that were either LETTER or
COMPLEX, depending on randomly assigned condition. Although some people saw stimuli of the same type in
both sessions, no single item occurred both times.

2.1. Participants

For Session 1, 160 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk for the
15-minute task, for which they were paid $3.50USD. Of these, 14 were excluded for fail-
ing the attention check (described below). The remaining 146 were invited to return for a
second 20-minute session a week later, for which they were paid $4USD. One hundred thirty
five returned, three of whom failed the attention check. All analyses focus on the remaining
132 participants, 73 (55.3%) of whom were male and 129 (97.7%) were from the US. Ages
ranged from 20 to 69 (mean 36.1). At each session, participants were randomly assigned to
either LETTER or COMPLEX stimulus sets of 16 items each. This resulted in 53 people who saw
the SAME stimulus complexity each time (17 LETTER, 36 COMPLEX) and 79 people who saw
a DIFFERENT stimulus complexity each time (44 saw LETTER first, 35 saw COMPLEX first).

2.2. Materials

As shown in Fig. 2, the COMPLEX stimuli were created by combining between four and six
straight lines, resulting in novel shapes that were perceptually discriminable but effortful to
parse and remember. The LETTER stimuli consisted of letters and symbols. We chose these
because they are highly overlearned and very familiar to any literate English speaker. To
minimize the potential for “chunking” letter combinations into existing words, no vowels or
vowel-like symbols like @ or & were included. Moreover, all participants in all conditions
saw a different random combination of the stimuli into triples, as described below.

2.3. Procedure

2.3.1. Statistical learning task
The SL task in both sessions follows a standard design, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In it,

participants see that symbols appear on the center of their screen one-by-one; SL involves
learning the probability with which different symbols follow each other. Some symbols were
embedded in “easy” triplets in which the TP of seeing one symbol given the previous one
was 1.0. In the “hard” triplets, the TP was much lower, though still non-zero. After a training
during which participants simply watched the sequence of symbols, they were given a test
designed to measure the extent to which they had learned the TPs.
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Fig. 3. Statistical learning task. All experiments used the same statistical learning task, a standard one adapted
from Siegelman et al. (2017). In it, participants see individual symbols on the screen one by one for 800 ms
each; statistical learning involves acquiring information about which symbols follow each other and with what
probability. There are eight triplets of symbols, each randomly occurring 24 times within the 10-minute training
sequence. For easy triplets, the TP between symbols is 1.0, meaning that a given symbol always follows the same
other symbol. For the hard triplets, the TP between symbols is 0.33. Performing well on the test phase requires
having learned these TPs. The triplets shown here are illustrative only; symbols were randomly assigned for each
participant.

The specific details of our task were nearly identical to Siegelman et al. (2017), which
was designed to have good psychometric properties including reasonable test–retest relia-
bility and the ability to differentiate between individuals. Besides the specific stimuli used,
because we were running on MTurk, the only difference between our task and theirs is that we
included an attention check by embedding four or five English words in the training sequence.
(In Session 1, these words were train, boy, lion, and walk. In Session 2, they were boat,
lady, koala, tree, and doll.) Before training, participants were told that they should simply
watch the sequence, but that to ensure attention we had included a few English words among
the symbols; they were not informed about how many there would be. They were told to
write down any English words as they occurred and report them in a text box at the end of
training. People who got fewer than three correct in either session were excluded from all
analyses.

Following Siegelman et al. (2017), the SL task itself consisted of 16 items combined
into eight triplets, each repeated 24 times in random order. The task is divided into two
phases: (a) a familiarization phase and (b) a test phase. During the familiarization phase,
each item appeared alone at the center of the participant’s screen for 800 ms with a 200 ms
interstimulus interval. The eight triplets were designed so that four were easy, defined by
TPs of 1.0 between each item (x5-x6-x7, x8-x9-x10, x11-x12-x13, x14-x15-x16), while the other
four were harder, defined by TPs of 0.33 between items (x1-x2-x3, x2-x1-x4, x4-x3-x1, x3-x4-
x2). The mapping of each image to each item, as well as the order of the triplets and the
location of the embedded English words, was randomized for each participant at each ses-
sion (thus the TP between triplets was 1/8 = 0.125). The presentation of triplets was con-
strained so that triplets were never immediately repeated. The familiarization phase lasted
10 minutes.

The test phase immediately followed. We administered the exact same 42-item test as in
Siegelman et al. (2017). In contrast to many common SL tasks, which typically use two-
alternative forced choice (2AFC) as a sole measure of learning, the task uses an array of
different method to measure learning. These were: (a) 16 2AFC trials, where participants had
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Fig. 4. Perceptual fluency task. During each trial of the PF task, a target stimulus is flashed briefly onscreen,
followed by a masking stimulus for 200 ms. Participants are then presented with four items (the target, the mask,
and two others randomly selected from the stimulus set). If they successfully identify the target, on the next trial,
the duration of target presentation decreases by 15 ms; if not, it increases by 15 ms. The PF score (PFscore)
reflects the mean target latency over all 48 trials. Smaller PFscore indicates better PF, because it indicates that the
person can attain similar accuracy based on a shorter target presentation time.

to choose whether they had seen either an attested triplet or an unattested foil; (b) eight 4AFC
trials, where participants had to choose the correct triplet given three foils; (c) six 2AFC trails
where participants had to choose which pair of shapes they had seen, where the correct one
had TPs of either 0.33 or 1.0 and the incorrect one had lower TPs; (d) four 4AFC “pair” trials,
which were identical but had three distractor pairs; and (e) eight pattern completion trials,
where participants were required to complete four triplets patterns and four pair patterns by
selecting the correct symbol.

For each participant, we calculated an overall SL accuracy score, SLscore, which reflects
the proportion of the 42 test items that they got correct. To evaluate whether our partici-
pants were engaging with the task in a way similar to the participants in Siegelman et al.
(2017), we calculated the correlation for performance on each item between our participants
and theirs. It was significant in both conditions (LETTER: r = .8, p < .0001; COMPLEX: r =
.68, p < .0001), suggesting that our participants found the same items to be difficult as theirs
did.

2.3.2. Perceptual fluency task
The PF task, as illustrated in Fig. 4, is a novel measure we designed to capture the facility

with which people could encode and recall the specific stimuli in the experiment. Inspired in
part by the Inspection Time literature (see O’Connor Burns, 2003 for an overview), each of
the 48 trials in the task involves flashing an item onto the screen for a small amount of time
(250 ms on the first trial) followed by a masking stimulus (always presented for 200 ms). The
task is adaptive: if the participant successfully identifies the item, the target on the next trial
flashes more quickly (with a duration of 15 ms less); if they do not, it flashes slower (with
a duration of 15 ms more). Over the course of the task, participants who can achieve similar
accuracy for targets displayed for a shorter duration have higher perceptual fluency for those
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stimuli. This is reflected in their PFscore, which consists of the mean target latency over all
trials; a lower PFscore thus reflects higher PF.

Each of the 16 symbols in the relevant stimulus set was the target three times. Masks
and distractors were selected from the same stimulus set and randomized by person, as was
trial order.

3. Experiment 1: Results

The overall hypothesis being tested in this paper is that PF plays a mediating role in the
performance on SL tasks. This hypothesis yields several testable predictions. First, it predicts
that people will show different levels of performance on SL in tasks that differ only in terms
of which stimuli they use, for which the SL component is identical. Second, it predicts that
correlations between SL performance at two different time points should be greater if the
stimuli are of the same type than if they are not (even though all are within the same modality).
Third, it predicts that SL performance should be correlated with PF, even though no SL is
involved in the PF task at all. We consider each prediction in turn. Unless stated otherwise,
all analyses include data from both sessions.

3.1. Is performance better on LETTER stimuli?

Do people improve when the stimuli involved are LETTER rather than COMPLEX? We ask
this question separately for both SL and PF tasks. Appendix A contains more detail.

3.1.1. Statistical learning
Accuracy on the SL tasks, as measured by SLscore, does appear to span the range of indi-

vidual differences, ranging between 26.2% and 97.6% (mean: 59.6%) in the LETTER con-
dition and 28.6% and 92.9% (mean: 52.7%) in the COMPLEX condition. In both conditions,
performance is significantly above chance, which Siegelman et al. (2017) calculate as 40%
(LETTER: t (112) = 11.45, p < .0001, d = 1.08; COMPLEX: t (150) = 10.69, p < .0001, d =
0.87). Moreover, the difference in accuracy between LETTER and COMPLEX conditions, as
shown in Fig. 5(a), is significant (t (211) = 3.24, p = .0014, d = 0.42).

3.1.2. Perceptual fluency
As Fig. 5(b) reveals, PF was also significantly improved (as reflected in a lower PFs-

core) when the stimuli were LETTER than when they were COMPLEX (t (240.1) = −3.46, p =
.0006, d = 0.43). This is reassuring both because it helps to support the notion that PFscore
is indeed measuring something about perceptual fluency, and because it suggests that partici-
pants were behaving sensibly on the PF task in general.

3.2. Are SL correlations higher between stimuli of the same familiarity?

If PF influences performance on SL tasks, then we should expect that test–retest correla-
tions between SL performance on two different sessions should be reasonably high when
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Fig. 5. Performance as a function of stimulus complexity. (a) In the statistical learning task, accuracy (SLscore)
was significantly higher for LETTER stimuli than for COMPLEX stimuli, though both were far above chance at
approximately 40%. (b) In the perceptual fluency task, mean latency of the target stimulus (PFscore) was signifi-
cantly lower for LETTER stimuli, indicating that participants were better at quickly encoding and remembering the
LETTER stimuli than the COMPLEX ones.

Fig. 6. Test–retest correlations in SLscore as a function of stimulus similarity. The left panel shows the correlation
between SLscore on Sessions 1 and 2 for those participants who performed the statistical learning task using
stimuli of the same type each time (either LETTER–LETTER or COMPLEX–COMPLEX). The right panel shows the
same correlation but for participants who saw a different type of stimuli each time (either LETTER–COMPLEX or
COMPLEX–LETTER). Correlations were significantly higher when the stimuli were of the same type, despite the
fact that all were in the same modality and no specific symbols were repeated between sessions.

the stimuli are of the same type (LETTER–LETTER or COMPLEX–COMPLEX), even though
no individual items are repeated. Conversely, we should expect lower correlations if they
are different at different sessions (LETTER-COMPLEX or COMPLEX–LETTER), even though the
modality is the same. We evaluate this prediction in Fig. 6. It is clear that the test–retest cor-
relation between SAME stimuli was higher (r = .7, p < .0001) than between DIFFERENT sets
(r = .43, p < .0001). The difference between these correlations is significant using a Fisher
r-to-z transformation (z = 2.26, p = .024).

3.3. Does perceptual fluency predict performance in the statistical learning task?

A final prediction of the hypothesis that PF influences SL performance is that higher PF
(as measured by a lower PFscore) should be associated with higher SL (as measured by
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a higher SLscore). The correlation between PF and SL accuracy within the same person
was indeed significant both across the SAME stimuli (r = −.37, p < .0001) and DIFFERENT

stimuli (r = −.28, p < .0001); the difference between these correlations is not significant
(z = −0.76, p = .45).

4. Experiment 2: Method

The results thus far suggest that SL is improved when PF is high, as when stimuli are
simpler and more familiar. Moreover, test–retest correlations between SL tasks are higher
when the stimuli on both days are of the same type, and performance on a test of PF is both
higher for letters than unfamiliar complex shapes, and is correlated with SL performance.

However, an open question remains: to what extent do our results reflect familiarity, and
to what extent do they reflect complexity? We deliberately confounded these two factors in
Experiment 1, which means that we cannot tell whether they performed worse on the COM-
PLEX stimuli because they were novel or complicated or both. We investigate this question in
Experiment 2, which presents another group of participants with stimuli that were designed
to be simpler than the COMPLEX stimuli in Experiment 1, while still being unfamiliar (we
call them SIMPLE). If complexity was driving the results in Experiment 1, we would expect
SL performance using the SIMPLE stimuli to be similar to the LETTER stimuli, since both are
relatively simple; if not, we would expect performance on the SIMPLE stimuli to be similar to
the COMPLEX ones, since both are unfamiliar.

4.1. Participants

Eighty participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $3.50USD for
the 15-minute task, which was a single session, identical to Session 1 of Experiment 1 but
with SIMPLE stimuli. Of these, six were excluded for failing the attention check, which was
the same as before. All analyses focus on the remaining 74 participants, 46 (62.2%) of whom
were male, and 70 (94.6%) were from the United States. Ages ranged from 21 to 62 (mean
36.4). None were in Experiment 1.

4.2. Materials

Our goal in Experiment 2 was to design stimuli that were not as visually complex as the
COMPLEX stimuli in Experiment 1. Defining visual complexity is a difficult task and to our
knowledge, there is no fully agreed-upon approach (see, for example, Donderi, 2006; Miton
& Morin, 2021; Pelli et al., 2006; and Sun & Firestone, 2021, for discussions of the issues
involved). However, most measures capture similar general principles (e.g., that simpler items
have fewer and more distinguishable features) and are highly correlated with each other. We
therefore designed the SIMPLE stimuli to have fewer features than the COMPLEX ones (between
two and four rather than four and six) as well as more distinguishable features (consisting of
lines, arcs, and circles rather than just lines). The stimuli are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Experiment 2 stimuli. All participants saw 16 unfamiliar SIMPLE stimulus items (left panel) that were
designed to be visually less complex than the COMPLEX ones in Experiment 1. They had fewer and more distin-
guishable features and scored lower on an objective measure called perimetric complexity (right panel).

To ensure that these stimuli were indeed simpler, we calculated the objective complexity
of each stimulus using a measure called perimetric complexity. It is defined as the ratio of
inked surface to the perimeter of the inked surface and is both commonly used (Miton &
Morin, 2021) and correlated with human learning efficiency (Pelli et al., 2006). The calcula-
tion was implemented in Mathematica as in Watson (2012). As Fig. 7 shows, the perimetric
complexity of the SIMPLE stimuli was significantly lower than that of the COMPLEX stimuli
(t (55.2) = 8.134, p < .0001) and closer to the LETTER stimuli, although still significantly
different (t (52.1) = −6.269, p < .0001). If complexity matters and familiarity does not, one
would therefore expect SL performance on the SIMPLE stimuli to be better than on the COM-
PLEX stimuli and slightly worse than the LETTER stimuli. Conversely, if only familiarity mat-
ters, then one would expect that performance on the SIMPLE and COMPLEX stimuli should be
similar to each other, and both substantially worse than on the LETTER stimuli.

4.3. Procedure

The procedure was completely identical to the SL task in Session 1 of Experiment 1, except
with SIMPLE stimuli instead. As before, participants observed a 10-minute familiarization
task in which they saw the stimuli appear individually on screen. Which symbols appeared
in which position was again randomized for each participant, and all participants saw a com-
bination of easy and hard triplets. Each of the triplets occurred 24 times in random order, as
before, and the attention check was the same. The test phase was also identical, involving the
same 42 questions, which measured how well they had learned the transitional probabilities
between the SIMPLE stimuli.

5. Experiment 2: Results

As in the previous experiment, accuracy on the SL task (SLscore) using the SIMPLE stimuli
spans the range of individual differences, with a mean of 50.5%, a minimum of 26.2%, and a
maximum of 95.2%. Performance was significantly above the chance level of 40% (t (73) =
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Fig. 8. Experiment 2: SL performance by condition. Accuracy on the SL task (SLscore) was significantly higher
for LETTER stimuli than for either the unfamiliar complex stimuli (COMPLEX) or the unfamiliar simple stimuli
(SIMPLE), suggesting that it is familiarity rather than complexity that improves statistical learning performance.

6.2, p < .0001, d = 0.73) and there was once again a high correlation between the item-level
accuracy of the participants of Siegelman et al. (2017) and ours (r = .66, p < .0001).

Most importantly, as shown in Fig. 8, overall SL performance on the SIMPLE stimuli was
more similar to performance on the COMPLEX stimuli than the LETTER stimuli. To make
the most appropriate comparison, we performed a one-way ANOVA on SLscore between
SIMPLE and the Session 1 SL task performance in the LETTER and COMPLEX conditions
(results were not qualitatively different if instead we used the SL scores from both sessions).
There was a significant effect of condition (F (2, 203) = 4.2743, p = .0152, η2 = 0.04).
Follow-up t-tests indicated that the difference between LETTER and SIMPLE was significant
(t (113.8) = 2.68, p = .0085, d = 0.47) but not the difference between COMPLEX and SIM-
PLE (t (142.1) = −0.63, p = .5271, d = 0.11). In other words, people showed similar levels
of SL for both of the unfamiliar stimuli, despite the fact that they differed substantially in com-
plexity. This suggests that familiarity rather than complexity underlays the SL performance
that we observed in Experiment 1.

6. Experiment 3: Method

The results from Experiments 1 and 2 are suggestive, but despite our best efforts, it may
have been impossible to fully measure or control for stimulus complexity. Accordingly, it is
possible that the SIMPLE stimuli were not actually simpler or easier to process. If this were
the case, it would mean that—Experiment 2 notwithstanding—these effects might have been
driven by complexity rather than familiarity. This would still be interesting, but would have
very different implications for the nature of the mechanisms that underlie SL. In addition, it
would be reassuring to replicate these results on a different population of participants.

Motivated by these considerations, we conducted a third pre-registered experiment
designed to disentangle complexity and familiarity. In it, we took the opposite approach as in
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Experiment 2, holding complexity constant but testing participants who varied in their famil-
iarity with the stimuli. Specifically, we used two sets of stimuli: CHINESE characters and the
COMPLEX stimuli from Study 1. We tested two different groups of participants: native Chi-
nese speakers (for whom the Chinese characters were overlearned and highly familiar) and
English speakers (who had little or no experience with Chinese). If familiarity were driving
the effect, one would expect that the Chinese participants would show better SL and higher
PF for the CHINESE stimuli, but that all participants would perform equally on the novel COM-
PLEX stimuli.

6.1. Participants

A total of 206 undergraduates enrolled in first-year psychology at the University of Mel-
bourne participated in this 35–45 minute experiment to receive course credit. Of these, 29
were excluded for failing the pre-registered attention check, which was identical to the one in
Experiment 1 and consisted of correctly reporting the English words that had been embedded
in the training sequences of the SL tasks. All analyses focus on the remaining 177 participants,
48 (27.1%) of whom were male. Ages ranged from 17 to 27 (mean 19.4).

All participants took part in the exact same experiment as each other, seeing the same
stimuli and undergoing the same procedure. The conditions were defined by the participants
themselves according to the following pre-registered criteria. First, they took a short four-
question quiz in which they were asked to choose the meaning of four different Chinese
characters (for questions, see Appendix B). Participants who scored less than three correct
were automatically assigned to the English group. Of those who got three or more correct,
those who did not rate themselves as native speakers of Chinese were also put into the English
group. This left 61 participants in the Chinese group and 116 in the English group. Since all
came from the same undergraduate cohort, the groups were matched on education level and
did not differ in age (t (157.37) = 0.39, p = .694).

6.2. Materials

As described below, every participant in Experiment 3 took part in the same two SL and
PF tasks as each other. In one, they saw the COMPLEX stimuli from the first session of Exper-
iment 1. In the other, the stimuli were common CHINESE characters, as shown in Fig. 9. The
characters varied in the number of strokes and pronunciation (based on initial phoneme and
tone) and all corresponded to simple nouns. Appendix B contains the full list of characters.
There was no difference in the perimetric complexity of the CHINESE and COMPLEX stimuli
in this experiment (t (29.2) = 0.722, p = .476).

6.3. Procedure

The procedure for this experiment was similar to Experiment 1 but had a few important
differences resulting from several considerations. First, in order to recruit from the under-
graduate population pool, it was necessary to have an experiment that could be completed
in one session; use of this pool was important as it contained many native Chinese speak-
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Fig. 9. Experiment 3 stimuli. All participants saw the CHINESE and COMPLEX items in two separate SL and PF
tasks. CHINESE and COMPLEX stimuli did not differ in perimetric complexity.

ers who matched the non-Chinese speakers on age and education level. Second, the important
comparisons for this experiment were between groups rather than between tasks, which neces-
sitated a different structure.

We therefore presented each participant with two SL tasks, one with each type of stimuli
(COMPLEX and CHINESE), with the order randomized. Each person then also completed two
PF tasks with the same stimuli, in the same order as in the SL tasks. Thus, a participant
who saw the CHINESE stimuli on the first SL task saw them in the first PF task as well. This
ensured that nobody performed two adjacent tasks with the same stimuli. The SL and PF
tasks themselves were identical to those in Experiment 1, with the same attention checks,
instructions, and questions, and so forth.

7. Experiment 3: Results

The purpose of this experiment was to further explore whether stimulus familiarity or com-
plexity drove the effects in the previous experiment. If, as hypothesized, it is due to familiar-
ity that yields several (pre-registered) predictions. First, it suggests that we should observe an
interaction between speaker and stimulus on SL tasks, such that Chinese speakers will per-
form better on the CHINESE stimuli than in any other case. Second, it suggests that we should
see the same interaction on the PF task. And third, it suggests that PF should be correlated
with SL, especially on the same stimuli. We consider each prediction in turn.

7.1. Statistical learning

As in the previous experiments, accuracy on the SL task (SLscore) covered the range of
individual differences, from 19.0% to 100% (mean: 48.9%). Performance was significantly
above chance (t (353) = 11.8, p < .0001, d = 3.43) and there was again a high correlation
between the item-level accuracy of the participants of Siegelman et al. (2017) and ours on
both the first SL task (r = .64, p < .0001) and the second (r = .75, p < .0001).

If familiarity rather than complexity drives the effects we have seen so far, we should expect
that there should be an improvement in SL performance only for those participants who saw
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Fig. 10. Experiment 3 statistical learning. As predicted by the familiarity hypothesis, there was an interaction
between participant and stimulus type: Chinese speakers (left panel) showed higher statistical learning perfor-
mance on the CHINESE stimuli than did English speakers.

familiar stimuli: the Chinese speakers shown CHINESE characters. That is, we should expect an
interaction between participant and stimulus. Conversely, if stimulus complexity were driving
the effect, we should expect everyone to perform equally on both stimulus sets.

The results, as shown in Fig. 10, support the familiarity hypothesis: Chinese speakers
show improved performance on CHINESE stimuli, and the interaction is significant (stim-
ulus: F (1, 704) = 9.1698, p = .0026; participant: F (1, 704) = 0.0062, p = .9375; interac-
tion: F (1, 704) = 29.4098, p < .0001). Post-hoc t-tests reveal that, as expected, English
speakers performed similarly on the CHINESE and COMPLEX stimuli (t (461.9) = 0.758, p =
.449), while Chinese speakers performed significantly better on the CHINESE stimuli than
they did on the COMPLEX stimuli (t (195.1) = −5.804, p < .0001). These results indicate that
stimulus familiarity, not absolute complexity, drives these individual differences in SL.

7.2. Perceptual fluency

By a similar logic as above, if familiarity underlies PF, we should expect an interaction
between participant and stimuli on PFscore as well. As Fig. 11 shows, this is indeed what
we found: Chinese speakers performed better (with a lower PFscore) on the CHINESE stim-
uli than anybody did on any of the other stimuli (stimulus: F (1, 698) = 30.885, p < .0001;
participant: F (1, 698) = 30.066, p < .0001; interaction: F (1, 698) = 38.7714, p < .0001).
Post-hoc t-tests reveal that, as in the SL task, English speakers performed similarly on the
CHINESE and COMPLEX stimuli (t (447.5) = 0.804, p = .422), while Chinese speakers per-
formed significantly better on the CHINESE stimuli than they did on the COMPLEX stimuli
(t (232.25) = 8.815, p < .0001).
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Fig. 11. Experiment 3 perceptual fluency. As predicted by the familiarity hypothesis, there was an interaction
between participant and stimulus type: although all participants had poor perceptual fluency on the COMPLEX

stimuli, the Chinese speakers (left panel) had better perceptual fluency (as reflected by a lower PFscore) on the
CHINESE stimuli than did English speakers.

We can also investigate whether PF is associated with SL. If familiarity has something to
do with this, one would expect that the correlation between PFscore and SLscore would be
higher when the stimuli were the same (both CHINESE or both COMPLEX) than when they were
different (i.e., PF for CHINESE and SL for COMPLEX or PF for COMPLEX and SL for CHINESE).
This was indeed the case (same: r = −0.2, p < .0001; different: r = −.04, p = .45). The
difference between these correlations was significant (z = −2.1, p = .036).

8. General discussion

This work investigated the degree to which PF on specific stimuli influences SL involv-
ing those stimuli, and to what extent PF is driven by stimulus familiarity, complexity, or
both. Recognizing that SL relies on basic memory processes (Frank et al., 2010; Frost et al.,
2019; Isbilen et al., 2020), we hypothesized that participants would learn the same statisti-
cal regularities better when they found items to be easier to perceptually distinguish, parse,
and remember. This hypothesis was uniformly supported across three experiments. In Exper-
iment 1, participants were significantly better at learning statistical regularities when the
stimuli involved were simple and familiar than when they were complex and novel, even
though the modality was the same in both cases. This suggests that the ease with which
statistical distributions are learned is moderated not only by a person’s modality-specific
level of perceptual fluency, but also by how easily they can process and remember spe-
cific items. These effects were also observable at the individual level: test–retest correla-
tions were higher when the two tasks used items that were similarly complex and familiar,
even though none of the specific individual items were repeated. Additionally, individual
performance on both SL tasks was significantly associated with performance on a novel inde-
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pendent measure of PF. In Experiment 2, we found that SL performance was not improved
when the stimuli were simpler but still unfamiliar. Finally, in Experiment 3, we held stimulus
complexity constant and varied participant experience with the experimental material, and
once again found that participants performed best on the stimuli with which they were most
familiar.

Overall, these data identify a fundamental role for perceptual fluency in statistical learning
and demonstrate that perceptual fluency not only varies significantly between individuals but
is also strongly driven by familiarity. Our findings are consistent with research showing that
familiarity matters more than complexity in working memory and processing efficiency (Jack-
son & Raymond, 2008; Ngiam et al., 2019; Reder et al., 2016; Xie & Zhang, 2017; Zhang
et al., 2020). Our results may also help elucidate why frequency of exposure—leading to high
familiarity—matters in so many aspects of cognition, from language to decision-making to
memory (for example, Hasher & Zacks, 1984; Sedlmeier & Betsch, 2002; Gries & Divjak,
2012; Baayen, Milin, & Ramscar, 2016). Given the ubiquity of frequency effects, it is perhaps
not particularly surprising if SL is also improved when the items involved are highly familiar,
having occurred frequently in prior experience. Indeed, this finding can also explain why peo-
ple with specific expertise or training in a domain show better SL in that domain (Mandikal
Vasuki, Sharma, Ibrahim, & Arciuli, 2017; Martire, Growns, & Navarro, 2018).

Our work thus suggests an important modification to existing theories of SL (for example,
Frost et al., 2015). Rather than postulating that individual variation in the efficiency of per-
ceptual processing and memory is entirely based on modality or timing, our results indicate
that familiarity with the specific items involved plays an important moderating role. We do
not suggest that there are no modality-specific individual differences in PF, but we do suggest
that familiarity may be far more important than has previously been recognized; indeed, it is
possible that some of the variation that has historically been attributed to modality differences
may reflect familiarity differences instead.

Whether familiarity would have the exact same effect on SL in the audi-
tory modality remains an open question, as to our knowledge, comparable stud-
ies to ours do not exist. However, our results are consistent with evidence
that Mandarin learners have better statistical learning for artificial tonal stimuli
than English speakers (Potter et al., 2017). Moreover, high frequency and there-
fore more familiar items have been found to play facilitative roles in speech
segmentation in infants (Bortfield, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Rathbun, 2005; Monaghan & Chris-
tiansen, 2010) and adults (Frost, Monaghan, & Christiansen, 2016). Other research has shown
an important role for high-frequency marker words in artificial grammar learning (for exam-
ple, Valian & Coulson, 1988). In these studies, the high-frequency familiar items serve as cues
to higher level structure, and their designs are interesting because they mimic asymmetrical
(e.g., Zipfian) frequency distributions present in language. An auditory analog of our current
study would show something even more fundamental, suggesting that familiarity with a lower
level feature of language (e.g., syllables or phonemes) might provide an important basis for
the statistical learning of higher level forms (e.g., words).

We have interpreted our results as reflecting the importance of familiarity, but one might
question to what extent they reflect verbalisability instead: perhaps, people performed bet-
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ter for familiar stimuli not because they were familiar per se, but because they had names
and were thus easier to verbalize. This possibility is consistent with research suggesting that
SL is improved for stimuli that are easy to encode verbally (Conway, Karpicke, & Pisoni,
2007). It is probable that verbalisability does play some role in our results, and it is impossi-
ble to rule it out entirely: any stimulus that is familiar enough to improve SL will also almost
certainly become associated with a label or mental shorthand. That said, several considera-
tions suggest that our results are not entirely due to an improved ability to verbalize famil-
iar stimuli. First, verbaliseability cannot explain the significant correlations found between
performance on the PF and SL tasks. The PF task was a stimulus-specific task that had no
component of SL at all, and occurred too rapidly (on the order of 120–130 ms) for verbaliza-
tion to be a factor in the performance. For similar reasons, verbaliseability cannot explain the
improved PFscore Chinese people had for CHINESE stimuli. Second, verbaliseability cannot
explain why in Experiment 3 the Chinese participants actually performed worse in the SL task
on the COMPLEX stimuli than the English participants did (t (298.7) = −4.7, p < .0001); the
COMPLEX should be equally unverbaliseable for both populations. This result might instead
indicate a form of perceptual interference, with COMPLEX stimuli being harder for Chinese
people to encode because of their similarity to the highly familiar Chinese characters. This
interpretation is speculative, but regardless, it does suggest that at least part of the perfor-
mance differential in the SL task reflects familiarity rather than verbaliseability. Additionally,
even if part of the effect is due to verbaliseability, this does not change our main conclu-
sion that stimulus-specific PF affects SL; it just means that PF is enhanced for verbaliseable
stimuli.

Our work is complementary to entrenchment accounts of SL, which suggest that the prior
experience of TPs can interfere with the learning of novel TPs over the same items (Endress
& Mehler, 2009; Perruchet & Poulin-Charronnat, 2012; Siegelman et al., 2018). The results
are an interesting contrast to these cases, because our focus has been on the experience with
the stimuli themselves (rather than the TPs) and because (other than the Chinese participants
with COMPLEX stimuli) we found a facilitative rather than disadvantageous effect of prior
experience. The facilitative effect makes sense given our focus on the stimuli themselves,
since the relevant prior experience did not contradict what participants saw in experiment
(whereas in previous research, the TPs in the experiment contradicted the learned TPs in the
language). In our work, people’s previous experience with letters and characters may have
made those stimuli easier to rapidly encode, thus allowing more processing resources to be
devoted to the SL component of the task. The effect of stimulus familiarity seems to have
been substantial enough to override any interference caused by any pre-existing TPs (letter–
letter associations) that participants may have had. Although our stimuli were controlled such
that no participant saw the exact same combinations of items, literate participants are likely to
have implicit expectations of relative letter locations, which could have but did not influence
pattern detection.

Overall, our results support the suggestion that, rather than being a purely abstract and
domain-general process, SL is a multicomponential process grounded in basic cognition
(Arciuli, 2017; Frost et al., 2019; Growns, Siegelman, & Martire, 2020; Siegelman et al.,
2017). Indeed, we found that within-domain variation in PF (both within and between indi-
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viduals) plays a significant role in learning. These data are important, in the first instance,
because they broaden the scope of variables that influence SL. Frost et al. (2019) argued that
while SL is likely implicated in most domains of cognition, research on the topic has pur-
sued a more isolationist strategy, and as such its promise as an explanatory concept has not
been realized. Our finding that PF influences SL naturally lends itself to Frost et al. (2019)’s
call for domain integration because it grounds learning in basic memory and perceptual
processes.

A natural question, which we cannot fully answer here, is how PF and SL interact. On
the one hand, it is clear that stimulus encoding is a pre-condition for learning probability
distributions across items (Bogaerts et al., 2016); however, if SL plays a fundamental role
in learning, then the relationship should be bidirectional, such that perceptual features may
be sharpened by predictable patterns over time. By way of example, consider how the two
might interact in reading acquisition. Once a child learns individual letters, they begin to
coordinate those letters into words, which in languages like English is difficult because of the
one-to-many grapheme-to-phoneme mappings. Initially, this process is labored for children,
whose strategies vacillate between whole-form memorization and phoneme-by-phoneme pro-
nunciation. However, an account where SL is important for reading (Arciuli, 2018) predicts
that, as the learner identifies regularities in the visual input, orthographic representations will
be strengthened, thus completing a virtuous circle.

This work suggests part of a solution to the question of exactly what SL is and how it relates
to other cognitive skills. If SL is influenced by PF, and that, in turn, is affected by familiarity
and prior experience, then we should expect a degree of modality-specific effects on learning,
which is consistent with the bulk of past research. As such, we take a further step away from
the conceptualization of performance on SL tasks as measuring domain-general computations
over amodal abstract representations. These findings also suggest that one way to improve SL
(and any learning that relies on it) is simply to increase exposure to the stimuli involved.
We are particularly excited for the potential of this possibility, since statistical learning is
important in so many different domains and increased exposure is in many cases a relatively
easy and cheap intervention. Much remains to be done, but our work opens the door to a
variety of advances, both theoretical and applied.
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Notes

1. https://github.com/perfors/vsl/ contains stimuli, experiment code, data, and analyses for
all experiments.

2. We removed a single outlier that was more than 4SD from the mean of PFscore. Results
are qualitatively the same if no outliers or outliers at 2SD or 3SD are removed. We opted
to remove at 4SD because inspection of the data suggested that this particular data point
appeared to be a high-leverage outlier with a very long relative latency.

3. The pre-registration can be found at http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=r76fb4.
4. We pre-registered running 160 participants, expecting more difficulty in recruiting than

we had, and were encouraged to run more than 160 in order to ensure that all students
were able to earn sufficient course credit. All analyses reported here were performed
only once, on the full dataset, but in order to ensure that our results were not due to
a larger sample size than anticipated, we also ran all analyses on the first 160 people
in the dataset, with identical results; see https://github.com/perfors/vsl/ for details of
these analyses.

5. We followed this classification because it is what we pre-registered, but upon examina-
tion of the dataset, we saw that numerous participants did not rate themselves as native
speakers but still got three or more correct on the quiz. We therefore replicated all anal-
yses with a classification that put those participants in the Chinese group. The results,
which can be found in the Supporting Information, are qualitatively the same to those
reported here.

6. As pre-registered and as in Experiment 1, we removed the six PFscore values that were
more than 4SD from the mean. Including them does not change any of our qualita-
tive results.
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Appendix A: Further analyses for Experiments 1 and 2
Figs. A1–A4.

Fig. A1. Histograms of accuracy on the SL tasks. Each histogram plots the individual overall SLscore for each
participant, broken down by condition. It is evident that there is a wide range of individual variation within each
condition, and that the histograms appear approximately normal and similar in character to those reported in
Siegelman et al. (2017).

Appendix B: Stimuli for Experiment 3
Fig. B1

Appendix C: Additional analyses for Experiment 3
Figs. C1–C3
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Fig. A2. Item-level correlations with data from Siegelman et al. (2017). Each plot shows the correlation of perfor-
mance on each of the 42 test items in the first SL task in our study and that of Siegelman et al. (2017). Correlations
are strong and highly significant whether calculated over the LETTER stimuli (left), the COMPLEX stimuli (middle),
or the SIMPLE ones. This demonstrates that our participants were approaching the task similarly to theirs.

Fig. A3. Performance in perceptual fluency task. The panels on the left show PFscore as a function of whether
the PFtask was the first or the second the participant did. The time course (bottom) reveals that there is a small
effect of both learning (improved performance initially on the second task) and fatigue (improved performance at
the end of the first task). However, as the bar graph at the top reveals, these effects cancel each other out and there
is no significant difference by order of the task. Conversely, the panels on the right show that there is consistently
better performance with the LETTER stimuli than with the COMPLEX stimuli.
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Fig. A4. Correlations between PFscores. Each plot shows the correlation of performance on the two PF tasks
each person took, broken down by whether the stimuli were from the same set (both COMPLEX or both LETTER).
Correlations are significant for both, but higher when the stimuli were from the same set. This suggests that the
PF task reflects aspects of both stimulus-specific encoding efficiency as well as more general speed of encoding
or processing.

Fig. B1. Stimuli used in Experiment 3. On the left are the four test questions used to evaluate Chinese proficiency;
correct answers are italicized. The table on the right shows all 16 Chinese characters along with their pronunciation
and meaning. All corresponded to nouns and varied widely in initial phoneme and tone.
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Fig. C1. Histograms of accuracy on the SL tasks. Each histogram plots the individual overall SLscore for each
participant, broken down by condition. As before, there is a wide range of individual variation within each con-
dition, and the histograms appear approximately normal and similar in character to those reported in Siegelman
et al. (2017).

Fig. C2. Item-level correlations with data from Siegelman et al. (2017). Each plot shows the correlation of perfor-
mance on each of the 42 test items in the SL task in our study and that of Siegelman et al. (2017), broken down
by whether it was the first or the second task. As before, correlations are strong and highly significant, which this
demonstrates that our participants were approaching the task similarly to theirs.
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Fig. C3. Correlations between PF scores. Correlation of performance on the two PF tasks each person took. As
before, the correlation is positive and significant.


